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ABSTRACT
Due to the spectroscopic analysis sensitivity to the molecular

structure and biochemical variations in the cells, it has received

considerable attention recently to be a diagnosis technique of cancer

tissues. In the study reported here, a spectra of Attenuated Total

Reflection (ATR) Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy, ware

taken for 46 samples of urinary bladder tissues that were previously

histopathologically specified by pathologist experienced as: 23 normal

(N) samples and 23 transitional cell carcinoma (TCC) samples. Several

spectral variations were detected in the frequency range between 400

cm-1 and 4000 cm-1.The ratio of bands intensities of A2925/A2853,

A1650/A1540 and A1343/A1450 supplied conformational changes of

lipids, protein and collagen respectively in the urinary bladder tissues.

Between normal and cancerous tissues, there are noticeable variance in

the spectral features because during carcinogenesis, the transformation

from a normal to a cancerous state accompany variation in molecules

structure, where the concentration of lipid is lower in cancerous urinary

bladder tissues, unlike normal tissue, while the content of protein and

collagen have been increased in cancerous urinary bladder tissues. These

differences in the spectral information serve for the diagnosis of urinary

bladder cancer and the results displayed that ATR-FTIR spectroscopy is a

promising as a rapid, accurate, and simple method utilized for

identification and diagnosis of cancerous urinary bladder tissues.
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INTRODUCTION
The UBC (Urinary bladder cancer) is one of the main current
health burdens in the world [1]. It stands fifth cancer in terms of
incidence rates when both genders are considered together [2].
The latest World Health Organization (WHO) statistics rankings
data in 2018 published that, bladder cancer in Iraq reached 7.39
of total death. The age adjusted Death Rate is 8.45 per 100.000
of population ranks Iraq #1 worldwide.
UBC has a very high recurrence rate and more than half will
recur within 5 years, which is why early detection of Urinary
bladder cancer is essential to prevent recurrence and early
progression [2].
According to the increase incidence of UB cancer patients all
over the world in general, and in Iraq specially, rapid, precise,
minimally invasive, and inexpensive screening methods must be
found. The gold standard to detect urinary bladder cancer is
cystoscopy, which is an examination of the urinary bladder by
insert a rigid or flexible endoscope through the urethra [3], the
biopsies are sent for histopathological examination. by an expert
pathologist. In this investigation, we concentrate on the
detection of bladder cancer (BC) by Attenuated Total Reflection
(ATR) Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy. The
issue that cause a problem is that the IR absorption of water is
very extreme, this can be solved in one of many ways like
dehydration of specimen, the water signal electronic subtraction
or application of attenuated total reflectance (ATR)

spectroscopy [4] and that was the option that we chose.
Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR) Fourier Transform Infrared
(FTIR) spectroscopy is an analytical technique that can be
utilized broadly to examine a wide range of various molecules
in a various state. ATR FTIR spectroscopy includes directing
the IR light at an interface between an infrared transparent
material with a big index of refraction named the internal
reflection element (IRE, for example a prism made of
germanium or ZnSe) and a specimen on the IRE surface [5].
The incidence angle of IR beam is bigger than the critical angle
because of that, total internal reflection happens. A radiation
standing wave named (an evanescent wave) is instituted at the
reflecting surface and reacts with the specimen attenuating the
IR light beam exiting the IRE. In FTIR spectroscopy, any
specimen can be examined by electromagnetic radiation facing
to the region of mid-IR to produce an absorbance spectrum.
This spectrum can be considered a "fingerprint" characteristic of
any biological specimen or chemical matter [4]. In biological
cells and tissues, Lipids, proteins, collagen, are the important
compositional, structural, and functional biomolecules. The
alteration of cells from normal to malignant condition, induces
not only alterations in the relative amounts of biomolecules but
also in the structures of biomolecules [6]. FTIR spectroscopy
has been utilized for a long time to characterize chemical
compounds and used to examine the modes of vibration of
molecules functional groups, this technique is sensitive to
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molecular structure; thus, FT-IR measures the alterations in the
contents and structure of biomolecules in cells by identifying
the positions and relative intensities of various spectral bands of
large biological molecules. The fingerprint region is
approximately 1800–900 cm−1 in spectral of biological samples,
this fingerprint region have a series of determined bands that
can be used to differentiate the structure of complex biological
specimens and to recognize a particular molecule [7]. Several
studies have indicated the efficacy of FTIR spectroscopic
approach in classifying urinary bladder pathologies [2,3,8,9].
The FT-IR spectra features are very useful tools in probing
biomolecular composition of normal and cancer urinary bladder
tissues, that mean we are able to supply a new medical device
with great promise in terms of bladder cancer automatic
detection [3]. Because of that, evaluation of these technique is
requisite before considering for routine clinical use.

EXPERIMENTAL WORK
In this study, the human normal and malignant urinary
bladder tissues samples of patients aged 29–65 years old
(median age is 47 years old) were collected from Al- Ramadi
hospitals and some privet hospitals in AL-Ramadi city. After
the transurethral resection, the tissues removed were stored in
10% formaldehyde solution. Two pieces of tissue were
removed, each approximately 2 cm in diameter. One was cut
from the center of the lesion (abnormal) and the other from
the far (normal) edge of the removed tissue. Each urinary
bladder tissue is divided into two parts, the first part goes to
the pathological examination and undergo to the standard
procedure. The second part of the samples goes to our lab to
conduct spectral analysis. Normal and cancerous tissues were
cut into approximately 2 mm sizes and dried for 3 days for
ATR-FTIR investigation. These urinary bladder tissues
investigated spectroscopically using Fourier Transform
Infrared Spectrometer (FT-IR) by (ATR) method. The ATR-

FTIR that is used in our laboratory is (FTIR-670,Thermo
Nicolet, NEXUS). The samples FT-IR spectra were gained in
the spectral range of 4000 to 400 cm-1. Each spectrum was
acquired with 32 scans and 4cm-1 resolution. For each
patient sample, we have measured FT-IR spectra for normal
tissue and abnormal tissue as shown in Table (1). By using
ATR-FTIR spectroscopy, qualitative analysis of normal and
abnormal urinary bladder tissues have been carried out by
characterizing the position (wave number) of the peaks and
the assignment of infrared absorption bands of the urinary
bladder tissues samples spectra. Also quantitative analysis of
normal and abnormal urinary bladder tissue have been
carried out by obtaining the relative intensity of the major
absorption bands to estimate the contents of functional
biomolecules like lipids, proteins and collagen.

Table (1): Number of cases studied with ATR-FTIR.
No. Histopathological

examination results
Total

number of
cases

1 Normal (N) 23
2 Transitional cell

carcinoma (TCC)
23

3 Total samples number 46

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Histopathological Examination Results
In this investigation, normal and malignant urinary bladder
tissue specimens were obtained after transurethral resection
from urinary bladders of patients. Histological image of the
cross section of the formalin-fixed human bladder tissue
stained with H&E (hematoxylin-eosin) as observed under a
microscope is shown in Figure (1). The histopathological
analysis included 23 normal specimens (N) and 23
transitional cell carcinoma specimens (TCC).

Figure (1): Histological image cross section of formalin-fixed urinary bladder tissue with H&E (hematoxylin-eosin). (N): normal
urinary bladder tissue and (TCC): Transitional cell carcinoma.

Qualitative & Quantitative Analysis of FT-IR
spectroscopy
Before we discuss in detail the qualitative and quantitative
analysis of FT-IR spectrum of normal and cancer urinary
bladder tissues, we first characterize the position of the peaks
and the IR absorption bands assignment of the bladder tissues.
The FT-IR spectra of normal bladder tissues (N) and
transitional cell carcinoma bladder tissues (TCC) that shown

in Figure (2) and listed in Table (2) are distinguished by
seven notable peaks at 1343, 1450, 1540, 1650, 1743, 2853,
and 2925 cm−1. The spectra display spectacular changes in
peak heights, while no considerable shift in the frequency
was observed. The spectral feature of cancerous tissues
convert because of the changes in the structure of molecules
that combine the mutation from a normal to abnormal
condition [10].

N TCC
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Figure (2) : FT-IR spectra for (N):normal and (TCC):
Transitional cell carcinoma of urinary bladder tissues.

In this investigation, the main spectral contribution assigned
to lipid peaks were 2925 and 2853 cm−1 caused by
antisymmetric stretching of CH2 and symmetric stretching of
CH2, respectively [11]. The methylene (-CH2-) group band in
the 2925 and 2853 cm−1 peaks is enhanced in the spectra of
noncancerous tissue. Figure (2) reveal that they are markedly
reduced in the spectra of cancerous tissues compared with the
spectra of normal tissues. Also the other vibrational modes of
lipid appear at 1743 cm−1 band, which is assigned to the
vibration of the C=O (ester group) stretching vibration mode
[12,13], this band is existent in normal tissues, whereas it is
weak and absent in (TCC) tissues as shown in Figure (2).
The reduction of fat cells in cancerous tissues may be
accounted to two reasons, during tumor development, normal
tissues, including fat cells, are eliminated by the proliferating
malignant tissue, explaining the lack of fat cells in the tissue,
the second reason is the fat in the region of the cancerous
tissue is consumed because of the increased nutritional and
energy necessity of the growthing carcinoma [14]. Proteins
peaks due to the protein amide I peak caused by carbonyl
(C=O) stretching was at 1650 cm−1; and the protein amide II
due to (N-H) bending was at 1540 cm−1 [15,16]. The
variation in the spectral features of the cancerous and
noncancerous tissues in the intensity of the peaks at 1650 and
1540cm−1 are dramatic. From Figure (2) It is clear that the
spectrum of protein band from the cancerous tissue were very
increased compared with those of normal tissues. This result
can explain the protein amount increases in cancerous tissues

during malignancy [17,18]. Collagen vibrational modes
appear at 1343 peak due to CH3CH2 wagging and 1450 cm−1

peak caused by CH3CH2 deformation modes, respectively
[19,20].
Table (2): Peak positions and assignments of urinary bladder

tissues spectra.

Peak position
(cm−1)

Major assignment

2925 CH2 antisymmetric stretching (lipid)
2853 CH2 symmetric stretching (lipid)
1743 C=O ester stretching mode (lipid)
1650 (C=O) carbonyl stretching, Amide I (protein)
1540 N-H bending mode, amide II (protein)
1450 CH3CH2 deformation mode
1343 CH3CH2 wagging mode

The other important spectral parameter is the relative
intensity of the major absorption bands for obtaining the
quantitative information about the biomolecules contents in
these tissues [21]. A variation in peak intensity and shape
indicates considerable biochemical changes [15]. To
quantitatively recognize the N and TCC samples, we
calculated three absorbance ratios by using the measured
peak heights. Variation in these ratios between N and TCC of
urinary bladder tissue samples were calculated from the
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spectra in Figure (2) and listed in Table (3). In the present
investigation, the absorbance ratio A2925/A2853 is used to
measure the ratio of lipid content and reflected the total lipid
content in the N and TCC tissues [6,22]. The mean values of
this absorbance ratio are 1.46, and 1.13 for the N and TCC
samples respectively. The percentage rates of change in lipid
content of TCC from N sample type is −22.6%, where (−)

means decrease and (+) means increase. From these results
we can recognize that this ratio decreased in cancerous
tissues as shown in Figure (3). This decrease in intensity or
the vanishing of the lipid bands reveal a lack in the relative
number of methyl groups in the cancerous cells during
carcinogenesis [22].

Figure (3): Variation of standard absorbance's ratios of
lipid content between (N): normal and (TCC):

Transitional cell carcinoma of urinary bladder tissues.

One of the fundamental components of living systems are
proteins. Proteins with lipids and collagen constitute the
molecules that play important roles in biology.
The absorbance ratio A1650/A1540 is used to measure the ratio
of protein content [6,21,22]. The mean values of this
absorbance ratio are 1.31 and 1.52 for the N and TCC
samples respectively as shown in Figure (4). The percentage
rates of change in proteins content of TCC from N sample

type is +16%. In this investigation, the ratio between the
bands at 1650 and 1540 cm−1 increased in malignant tissues
of the samples compared with that in normal tissues. The
intensity of the amide I and amid II bands at 1650 and 1540
cm−1 increased in the spectra of carcinoma samples compared
with those of the normal tissue maybe because of the tumor
cells proliferation increased [22,23].

Figure (4): Variation of standard absorbance's ratios of
Protein content between (N): normal and (TCC):

Transitional cell carcinoma of urinary bladder tissues

Fibrosis occurs in malignant bladder lesions and includes
proliferation of stroma. Fibrotic tissue is mainly composed of
collagen, the amount of which increased in the proteins
presence, like fibrinogen [7]. The absorbance ratio of
A1343/A1450 provides a measure of the ratio of collagen
content [24,25]. The mean values of this absorbance ratio are
0.79, and 0.91 for the N, and TCC samples, respectively as

shown in Figure (5). The percentage rates of change in
content of TCC from N sample type is +19.7%. In the
present investigation, the ratio of the band intensities at 1343
and 1450 cm−1 that represents the content of collagen in the
normal and malignant tissues, this ratio increased in the
cancerous tissues compared with that in normal tissue.
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Figure (5): Variation of standard absorbance's ratios of
collagen content between (N): normal and (TCC):

Transitional cell carcinoma of urinary bladder tissues.

The results in Table (3) show a clear variance in the ATR-
FTIR spectra between normal and malignant tissues in the
spectral range of 3000–1000 cm−1 by the ratios of the peak
intensity of spectral peaks characteristic of the cellular
components, and they are consistent with previous findings
[22,24,26].

Table(3):Comparison of standard ratio between normal and cancer
urinary bladder tissue.

Standard
Ratio

N TCC
Rate of
Change
From N

A2925/A2853

Lipid

1.46 1.13 −22.6%

A1650/A1540

Protein

1.31 1.52 +16%

A1343/A1450

Collagen

0.76 0.91 +19.7%

(+) means increase, (−) means decrease

CONCLUSIONS
The spectrum of transitional cell carcinoma (TCC) of urinary
bladder tissue is remarkably different from the normal (N)
tissue, whereas the spectral changes indicate alterations in
content of lipids, proteins and collagen. The concentration of
lipid cells is lower in cancerous than in normal urinary
bladder tissues, although changes in content of protein, and
collagen have been implicated in tumorigenesis, where a high
level of protein and collagen were observed in transitional cell
carcinoma (TCC) of urinary bladder tissues may show that
carcinogenesis depend on the alterations in the composition of
connective tissues. These results are consistent with the
histopathological results. Therefore the present study shows
that ATR-FTIR spectroscopy can be used to recognize
cancerous from noncancerous of urinary bladder tissues and

this new technique promises practicality, rapid, accurate,
inexpensive and spectrum acquisition with high-quality.
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